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• Wonderful to join CANS again!
– My last CANS in person was in 2008.

• Impressed with progress over the years

• CANS is important to science and 
education in the US and China
– More than 400 US-China collaborative research projects 

across a wide variety of disciplines

– Increasing collaboration and interaction in education

Welcome
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• Looking to the future, what have we 
learned?
– What are some key lessons from our past?

• The Internet and its applications had 
their origins in our community.
– Primarily in support of basic research and education

• How should we sustain the Internet’s 
development and enhance its health?

Introduction
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• WW II role of science
– Nuclear fission

– Medicine (penicillin, blood substitutes, anti-malarials)

– Radar

• Post-war
– Science – the Endless Frontier by Vannevar Bush

– National Science Foundation

– National Institutes of Health

– Atomic Energy Commission

• Renewed funding in the post Sputnik era
– National Aeronautics and Space Administration

– Advanced Research Projects Agency

USA Background
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• Basic research and applied research -> 
development

• Scientific community
– Research universities (~ 75)

– Major federal laboratories (~20)

– Corporate laboratories

– ~4 million researchers

• University research supported by federal, state, and 
corporate funding
– Basic research mainly funded by national government (~$150B)

– Entrepreneurial model of university basic research

Research and Development in the US
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• Pervasive impact on quality of life
– Disease control and treatment

– Agriculture & food

– Travel

– Computing & communications

• Approximately half of USA economic growth 
over last 50 years
– Optical communications, Internet -> telecommunications

– Molecular biology, DNA -> biotechnology 

Importance of Science Policy
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• Growing importance of computational science

– Computer science researchers developed geographically 
distributed unique computing capabilities.

– ARPA research funding to experiment with networks for 
nationwide access
• Focused on an “internet” to couple the various computer’s 

unique networks

• Developed the Internet (TCP/IP) protocols

• Connected researchers as well as computers

– By 1984 the ARPANET created a community of computer 
science researchers (~20,000)

The Internet’s Origins
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• 1980’s Japanese gained leadership in large 
scale computation for basic research

• 1984 -- NSF launches supercomputing center 
program
– 6 centers across the US

– Requires national access

• 1986 – NSF establishes the NSFNET
– Access for basic researchers

– Uses the Internet protocols

The Internet’s Origins
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• 1987 -- $15M grant to MERIT (University-based 
Michigan networking not-for-profit organization)
– Partnership with:

• IBM (routing software and computers) -- $50M
• MCI (communication circuits) -- $10M
• State of Michigan -- $5M

– 2 tier -- national backbone plus regional networks

• Grows more than 400% per year
– 1987 – First connection to China on 20 September
– 1994 – Millions of connected users across 93 nations

• Created: 
– Worldwide community of researchers and students
– Expertise in Internet networking

NSFNET
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• 1989 – Tim Berners-Lee invents the world wide 
web data structure
– Working for the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)

– Assists physicists in organizing their data and communicating

• 1993 – Marc Andreessen leads a team to develop 
the Mosaic web browser
– Developed at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications 

at the University of Illinois, USA

– Designed to allow convenient navigation of the WWW through a 
graphical user interface

The World Wide Web
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• 1990 – PSINet from NYSERNET, UUNET from Usenet

• 1993 -- Commercial access to NSFNET

– Demand generated by WWW and the MOSAIC 

• 1995 – NSFNET shut down

– Commercial Internet service providers acquired 
the capabilities of the national and regional 
NSFNET providers.

– Focus shifts to meeting exploding demand, not 
advancing Internet technology

The Commercial Internet
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Internet2

• World Wide Wait
– NSFNET provided file transfer at ~1 megabit but now 

9600 baud modem was better than the Internet!

• 1996 – Chicago meeting founded Internet II
– 110 Universities by 1997

• Today -- 81 100 billion bit per second channels

• Provides the leading Internet performance to the 
research and higher education community

• Provides a platform for continued Internet 
applications & middleware evolution

• May 2000 -- Partner with CERNET, CSTNET 
and NSFC in China
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• Many information 
technologies have roots on 
university campuses

• Personal Ethernet services 
created massive  campus 
“innovation test beds”

• Commercial carriers are still 
focused on limiting capacity 
and maximizing short term 
profit

*

Princeton Archway, courtesy of Queerbubbles, Wikimedia Commons



R&E networking ROI

Total 30-year federal investment to enable the precursors 
of the Internet is very small…
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compared to the massively 
successful Internet businesses it sparked

Earth Venus

ARPAnet,

CSNET &

NSFnet

< $250 million

total

investment

Contribution of 

Internet to U.S. 

economy: $684 

billion annually, 

4.7% of all economic 

activity in 2010 
(CNNMoney, 2012)

Value of Internet to U.S. economy —

Employment: $300 billion 

Payments: $444 billion and 

Time: $680 billion

Total: $1.4 trillion annually
(Harvard Business School/

Hamilton Consultants, 2009)

3963 mi (.5 diameter) 10,842,768 mi 22,573,248 mi

(not to scale)
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compared to the massively 
successful Internet businesses it sparked

Earth Venus

Contribution of 

Internet to U.S. 

economy: $684 

billion annually, 

4.7% of all economic 

activity in 2010 
(CNNMoney, 2012)

(not to scale)

Value of Internet to U.S. economy —

Employment: $300 billion 

Payments: $444 billion and 

Time: $680 billion

Total: $1424 billion annually
(Harvard Business School/

Hamilton Consultants, 2009)

3963 mi 10,842,768 mi 22,573,248 mi

These seminal investments

• Put the R&E community “way 
out in front” of commercial 
markets

• Created a new, bandwidth-rich 
playing field

• Enabled innovations that led to 
a global transformation: our 
information-based economy

ARPAnet,

CSNET &

NSFnet

< $250 million

total

investment
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• Large scientific instruments demand international 
collaboration

– Funding

– Broad expertise

– Examples:
• Large Hadron Collider

• Optical and radio observatories

• Gravity wave detectors -- LIGO

• Neutrino detectors – IceCube, ANTARES

• Weather and climate modeling

• High performance Internet is a key scientific 
infrastructure

Future Scientific Collaboration
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• The higher education and research 
community has enormous capability
– In partnership with government & industry

• National policy is critical
– Provides seed capital

– Such as Global Environment for Network Innovation 
(GENI), US Ignite in USA

– Removes regulatory barriers

• Community support is critical

• NRENs are key

Policy Lessons
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• Continue to:
– Foster Advanced Networking Collaboration

• E-to-E performance, SDN, IPv6, federated 
identity, security 

– Support Collaborative Science

• Identify and address critical challenges

– Extend and Increase Engagement

• Include researchers, scientists, educators, 
engineers, and university IT leaders

• Platform for the Future!

Implications for Our Partnership
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